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Abstract Coordinating Search and Rescue (SAR) operations is a knowledge and information intensive task. 
Upon receiving an initial indication about a possible aircraft related problem, a Rescue Coordination Center 
(RCC) Controller sets out to find out more about the nature of the problem. This situation assessment phase is 
highly complex due to the diverse and sophisticated nature of the many information sources. In this paper, we 
present an intelligent agent architecture incorporating multiple, continual information planning agents for 
assisting the RCC controller in performing critical situation assessment tasks. The agents monitor the actions 
of the human controller and make their decisions on when and how to acquire more information to help the 
human controller, and to remind him of important steps that may have been overlooked. The system is 
designed based on several technologies, including hierarchical task networks, case based retrieval and 
intelligent agent systems. 

1 Introduction 

Coordinating Search and Rescue (SAP.) operations is knowledge intensive, Upon receiving information about a 
possible air incident (for example, a plane crash or an overdue airplane), a Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) 
Controller sets out doing detective work, to determine the cause and context of the incident. This work often 
involves checking on different information sources such as air traffic controllers, satellite data and emergency 
Iocator transmitter (ELI') signals, as well as the relatives of the pilot involved. To make the process even more 
complex, a controller often deals with more than one case at a time, requiring constant re-prioritization of tasks 
and resources. In the course of all these activities, it is likely that an important task will be overlooked by even an 
experienced SAR controller. 
In this paper, we focus on a portion of the RCC controller's tasks, mainly the situation assessment (SA) aspects for 
air-related incidents (Air SAR). Related research on knowledge acquisition aspects for the search and rescue 
operations has been conducted in [Cottom et all and [Cottom and Shadbolt]. Furthermore, [Lamontagne et al. 
1995] have proposed models for coordinating the activities of multiple RCC controllers using Distributed AI 
techniques. Situation assessment, a process which is similar to diagnosing a patient by a doctor in the medical 
diagnosis domain, refers to the tasks of finding out the true nature of the incident and the context information such 
as the seriousness and the location of the incident. In this paper, we describe our work in studying the domain and 
in designing a problem solving model for building an intelligent multi-agent system to assist the air SAR 
controller in situation assessment. Our conclusion is that the SAR domain is best served with an agent model 
whereby the agents continuously monitor the coordinator and the information sources as a case unfolds, and 
provide user-friendly messages to the human controller when be/she misses some critical actions in solving a case. 
Our agent model is based on a combination of analogical reasoning based on similarities [Leake 1996] and 
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning techniques [Wilkins 198g], [Tate 1977] and [Yang 1997]. Analogical 
reasoning is advantageous in approximate reasoning from the current situations in real time, and is good in dealing 
with loosely structured descriptions of domain knowledge. Hierarchical task network based planning, on the other 
hand, provides a formalism for organizing tasks and their relations in a hierarchical and temporal framework. The 
combination of these two techniques provides an underlying model for solving our situation assessment problem. 
In this system, we use cases to describe hypotheses and to encapsulate information-gathering queries for 
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identifying the correct hypothesis. The information gathering task is known as "Communications Search" 
(COMSEARCH) in the SAR domain. Once a hypothesis is identified as a candidate, a task network model for the 
information gathering queries encapsulated within the case is retrieved. This model is used to monitor the actions 
of the human operator, and critical steps are presented to the user at the right time and in a non-intrusive manner. 
These messages allow the controller to gain more confidence about the ease or to overrule the particular 
hypothesis as unlikely. The process continues in the background until a final conclusion about the nature of the 
incident is reached by the controller. In this manner, the agent is goal-directed, autonomous and capable of 
learning new knowledge to adapt itself. 
In the next section, we describe the Air SAR domain and motivate our work. Subsequently, we describe the 
elements of the agent model and present examples to highlight important aspects of the model. 

2. S i tua t ion  Assessmen t  in Search  a n d  Rescue  Ope ra t i ons  

The rescue coordination center (the RCC) is typically manned by two air contmllars and two marine controllers, 
Their roles are to coordinate, control and conduct search and rescue operations in Canada's area of responsibility 
[NSM95]. In general, an Air SAR operation can be broken down into three phases, where each phase can 
somewhat overlap the adjacent ones. First, when a call is received (first notice), the operation enters an 
uncertaintv phase. In this phase the air SAR controller will collect the information about the details of the flight 
plan and people involved. A request may be sent out to different agencies, airports and vessels in response to an 
ELT signal for more information to verify the exact location and cause of the signal. In this phase the air SAR 
controller conducts what is known as the communication search using telecommunication channels such as the 
telephone or satellite information to obtain more detail. If not enough information has been obtained, the 
operation will progress into the alert phase whereby the operators will expand the search area and means and alert 
various search and rescue agencies. 
If a certain amount of time has passed after the uncertainty phase without obtaining more information about the 
plane, the operation enters the distr~s phase. In this phase the air SAR controller should develop a search plan 
and task any additional resources to assist in the plan. Finally, when the details of the incident are known, a 
rescue plan must be developed and monitored by the air SAR controller. A case report will be flied in the end, 
and news dispatches will be sent out to various media agencies before the case is closed. 
A first indication of trouble can be signaled by a phone call reporting on an overdue personnel, an ELT 
(emergency locater transmitter) report received by a high-flying aircraft, a satellite or an airport tower operator. 
In addition, a search and rescue satellite may report the reception of an ELT signal when it passes over the area in 
question. 
The situation assessment aspect (corresponding to the uncertainty and alert phases) of the controller's tasks is 
much like detective work. Over 90% of the cases are false alarms, caused by faulty equipment, power lines or 
even ELT's that the pilots forgot to turn off. Furthermore, the receipt of reports on an overdue aircraft, does not 
necessarily imply that the aircraft itself has crashed somewhere. Rather, there are many possibilities why the craft 
has gone missing, ranging from the fact that the pilot may have landed halfway to refuel, to the possibility that the 
pilot never took off in the first place. If the controller becomes convinced that the missing plane is in distress, 
then he may initiate the tasks associated with the distress phase which consists of planning, coordinating, and 
monitoring search missions. These tasks are not described in this paper. 
Once the cause of the incident and the location of the aircraft are determined; an air SAR controller may be 
required to mobilize and monitor the rescue process. Tasks in this phase involves notifying various agencies 
involved, including hospitals and police, notifying the relatives and dispatching planes or helicopters to the crash 
site. 
An Air SAR case often requires extensive investigation and complex hypothesis generation. Here is an example. 
An Air SAR controller receives a call from an airport radar operator, reporting on a plane making erratic moves. 
The operator said that the pilot phoned the control tower to report the wind shield being hit by an object. 
The controller wants to get first hand information, so he phones the control tower directly. The tower repeats the 
information given by the radar operator, and adds that the pilot didn't sound excited, but rather sleepy. This 
indicates to the controller that it is likely that the pilot had a stroke. 
The controller then immediately issues a broadcast, calling for information on missing aircraft to all airports in the 
area. 
(Some details omitted.) 
Tbe controller then decides to dispatch a search aircraft and six vessels because the suspected incident area 
involves a lake. The controller keeps constant contact with the search crew. 
(more details omitted.) 
This case is more complicated because the information requested by the controller went out on several channels. 
Additional information from the air traffic control tower indicated the possibility of a stroke, which prompted for 
further actions by the controller. In this example, the situation assessment aspects are the hypotheses formation 
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and elimination for the cause of the incident (stroke), and the communications search plan developed for the 
retained hypothesis (crash due to stroke).. 
We propose to design an intelligent agent system to monitor and assist the air SAR controllers in their situation 
assessment work. We have gone through interviews and domain model studies to clearly understand the domain. 
Our understanding has led us to the belief that the resulting system will be an autonomous agent running in the 
background performing tasks such as monitoring the COMSEARCH activities of the controller and various 
information sources, providing assistance in the form of reminders and checklists for critical information 
gathering tasks that might have been overlooked. If necessary, the agent will make the current candidate 
hypothesis list explicit for the controller who is often overloaded with a vast amount of information, including 
satellite data, phone calls, data base checks, etc. 
Our agent-based system will benefit the SAR controller in several ways. First, because the agent is constantly 
monitoring a variety of information sources, it can help filter out a large quantity of irrelevant information, and 
help the air SAR controller concentrate on the critical information only. Second, given the overwhelming 
workload during the high seasons for air incidents, the agent system can help improve the accuracy and shorten 
the time required for assessing a case. This effect translates directly into one of saving more lives. Third, for 
junior air SAR controllers, the agent based system can become a handy decision support system and a tutoring 
system. We expect that the learning speed of the new controllers will be improved with the help of our agent 
system. 

3. A g e n t  M o d e l  

3.1. A Process Model 

The primary aim of our agent system is to plan the information queries. In this regard its goal is similar to the 
multi-agent system by [Knoblock and Ambite,1996]. The action and query model in our proposal bears similarity 
with the CHARADE system designed for fighting forest fires [Perini and Ricci, 1996], with a major difference 
being that our system is mainly aimed at situation assessment as opposed to resource and strategic planning. The 
manner in which we envision our agent system to function is as follows: First, upon receiving an initial indication 
of a problem, the available relevant information is input into the system. The system retrieves a collection of 
similar hypothesis objects constructed from previous situations having similar initial information. These 
hypothesis objects correspond to different scenarios describing the situation. These consist of the hypotheses H,, 
H 2, ... H, which can be used to characterize the current situation, where each of the Hs'S provides a plausible cause 
for the current ease such as "plane crashed". Subsequently, the system enters a cycle in which it identifies (from 
the case base) the communications search tasks described by the task network associated with each hypothesis 
object, performs these tasks (or recommends to the user the execution of some of these tasks), and then uses the 
results to rank and retrieve the current and new hypotheses. The overall workflow for this iterative process is 
depicted below. 

First Notice (lntiai Indication) 
~ ]  tnfo List ' 

(info source, location, weather,[ 
l I situation, etc.) ] 
/ ] Hypothesis Formation 

| 1  Hypothesis Set ] 
] [  (H l, H2, .:.Hn) I 

ExeCute tasks & I Suggestion of lnfo Gathering Tasks 
St0~e New lnfo ~ for Hypothesis Confirmation 

] ] Selected Task network (HTN)} Termination 
] ] (i.e. perform task TI, Perform tasir 

Figure I: Information flow 

In our model, each possible hypothesis is described as an object. The overall system operation is centered around 
the evaluation and exploration of a hypothesis. Here a hypothesis object is similar to an object in object-oriented 
technology. It consists of both the problem attributes used to describe the context of a situation and the associated 
hypothesis-evaluation and task-suggestion methods to operate on them. 
In particular, a hypothesis object consists of the following elements: 
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�9 a hypothesis for the cause of the incident 
�9 a hierarchical task network (HTN) for the communications search used to confirm the hypothesis and assess 

the situation 
�9 a record of executed communications search steps for the current hypothesis object, and the communications 

search steps yet to be executed for further confirming the hypothesis 
�9 an evaluation function of priorities for not-yet executed communications search tasks 
�9 indices with weights attached to the expected values of the answers to the queries that can be used to provide 

a similarity based ranking for the hypothesis object. 
Below, we explain some of  the key components of a hypothesis object. 

3.2. Hypotheses 

A hypothesis is a plausible cause and outcome for the case. The space of hypotheses naturally forms a hierarchy. 
In the Air SAP. domain, some of the hypotheses are listed below: 

I overdue aircraft i 
tdggered hypotheses i 

I 
I I I I 

Ir"ue"n'~ 'l n.v.,,ooko, II cr.O  I 

I ELT signal I 
triggered hypotheses I 

I I i 
I E.,,e,,on b,p,,o, I I crush I I E'T me,unc,o.,.gl 

Figure 2: Hypotheses hierarchies 

The situation assessment phase of the SAR operation involves finding out which of the hypotheses holds for the 
current situation, as well as the context, such as the number of people on board and the seriousness of the problem, 
in which such a hypothesis holds. Initially none of the hypotheses relevant to the current case can be ruled out. 
More information will he requested by the RCC controller in order to narrow down the hypotheses space. For 
example, an air SAR controller may check the weather condition to see whether the likelihood of a crash is high 
given an overdue report. At the same time, a request will be sent out to get the flight plan of the pilot in order to 
find all airports where the pilot might have landed, and so on. 

3.3. Hierarchical Task Networks 

The basic structure of the situation assessment part of the RCC controller's tasks can be broken down into a 
hierarchically structured set of tasks. At the very high level, the tasks correspond directly to the steps defined in 
the standard operation procedures such as the National SAR Manual [SAR 95]. At the next level down, the tasks 
are broken into several detailed sub-steps. An example of the top two levels of the hierarchy associated with 
situation assessment is presented below. 

Manage andcollect 
case information 

Receive and analyze Collect and 
initial notification evaluate info 

/ \ 
Commu- Update 

Detect a Manage SIteaeion DetetmlJne nlcatton the 
new can  general ~ f l ~ m e m  IOW Search case 

occtuTmlr 

Figure 3: Hierarchical task networks for situation assessment 
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Although situation assessment for all cases follow the same pattern of tasks as presented above, the lower levels of 
the task networks as~iated with the communications search efforts differ depending on the hypothesis of the 
incident involved. For example, the communications search task hierarchy triggered by an overdue aircraft report 
has a different, although overlapping, set of tasks from those involved with an ELF signal case. 

I 
Check al ink) r [ 

i 
I ] 

I Overdue airptana HTN ] 
(verily nature 0(Ix0blm) I 

I 
I 

i I i 
Obtalnlllghlpalh I I  Checkwlth~rpor~ l i . . , ! o r e , ~ . ~ , ~ ]  

I ELT signal HTN 1 (verily nature of problem) j 
I ! I I 

I I I I I 
]1 c.. .s..s.. , . ,o 

Figure 4: Two different HTN's for different triggers 

These two task networks arc separately associated with different hypothesis objects. For example, the ELT task 
network is associated with an EL']" related hypothesis such as ELT-malfunction and crashing-aircraft. Similarly, 
the task network for overdue air crafts is associated with Overdue hypotheses, including overdue-due-to-crash and 
overdue-landing-elsewhere hypotheses. 
Often a task in a task network has more than one way of being accomplished. Take for example the task "verify 
parked airplanes", a task highlighted in a shaded box in the ELT hierarchy. This task can be accomplished in a 
number of ways, including either checking with the airport security authority or checking directly with the air 
traffic control tower. Which particular method to use for accomplishing a particular task depends on the cost of 
using the method, the reliability of the information source, and potential delays and the availability of the 
resources. Therefore, a particular function of the agent is to plan the method in which to expand a task in order to 
maximize the information gain in a minimal time frame under the circumstances. The space in which the agent 
functions has an AND/OR structure, and furthermore, the agent should be ready to re-plan dynamically should a 
particular information source become unavailable. 

3.4. Indexes and Their Weighted Connections 

For the RCC controller to assess the current situation, rank the remaining hypotheses, and weigh the next steps, a 
channel must exist between the known facts and knowledge, and the system stored HTN's and hypotheses. This 
channel is provided by a layer of  indexes. The index structure is very similar to that of  a case based reasoning 
system; its main purpose is to enable a system to perform approximate and similarity based reasoning, a key part 
of  CBR. A key issue here is real-time performance. 
In a hypothesis retrieval and ranking cycle, the indexes located on the first level have connection weights that can 
directly affect the result of  matching and ranking the hypotheses on the second level. The process of  retrieval is 
very similar to that in a case based reasoning process, in which a CBR retrieval process scans a case base for the 
most similar cases to a new problem, ranks the high ranking hypotheses in response to the input index valueS. For 
each candidate hypothesis object, shown in the figure 5 as a box, an evaluation of its similarity with the current 
situation will be conducted. This evaluation will take into account the weights of  the matching indexes. The 
highest ranked cases will then be presented to a task manager for selecting the next tasks to perform. In the SAR 
domain, the indexes for a similarity based evaluation can be performed based on the past cases and the current 
problem instance which is a SAR case with all its known facts and unknown facts. We consider all the tasks in a 
task network to be potential indexes to any hypothesis object in the HTN library. An information gathering task 
can be seen as having the following structure: "Oct info on TOPIC from SOURCE". In this regard, a task to be 
performed (combination of  TOPIC and SOURCE) and an index are inter-changeable. The outcome of  a task 
corresponds to the different values of  a index (answer to the TOPIC from the SOURCE). Each time a the 
execution of task (query) obtains a value (answer), the score for the related hypothesis is correspondingly re- 
evaluated. 
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I 
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I high ranking hypotheses I 

Figure 5: hypotheses ranking and indexing 

As an example, consider the task of checking SARSAT for an overdue aircraft information. The task "check 
SARSAT for overdue aircraft" is an index to the case that can take on the following values: received signal once; 
continuous signal; no signal; no continuous signal. Each value will provide a different weight for the case. For 
example, if the value "received continuous signal" is obtained for the index, then the index should contribute to a 
"plane crashed" hypothesis with a weight higher than that for "received signal once", and so on. In the next 
section we will discuss how these indexes and their weights are integrated to compute an overall ranking for the 
c a s e ,  

4. Agent Design and Information Flow 

4.1. Overall Architecture 

The overall objective of our agent system is to assist the controllers at the RCC in dealing with complex tasks. As 
an assistance system, the goal is the same as that for the overall intelligent agents research--- to design assistance 
systems that act autonomously, to be goal oriented, and to have the ability to learn from its own experiences and 
from the interaction with Ihe user. 
Our design goal is for the system to be incrementally more competent by integrating a variety of intelligent 
techniques including case based reasoning, rule based reasoning, HTN planning, process monitoring, active 
databases and machine learning. Each agent will have its own set of goals, implemented based on active database 
technology [Widom and Ceri, 1996]. A schematic diagram is shown in the following figure. 

[ user interface ] 

hv~hes is  rankin,, 
~ ~ l  and next task selection I 

| | | 
Information sources: databases, SARSAT. ELT. etc. 

Figure 6: agent system components 
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4.2. Task Monitoring 

Having discussed the indexes and their weights, we now explore how to obtain the information about the index 
values themselves. What we envision is a monitoring agent for each source of information. For example, we can 
attach one agent for SARSAT database to provide a layer of translation between the SARSAT signal and the task 
network based indexes. Similarly, another agent is designed to be in charge of monitoring the telephone 
information source, keeping a tap on calls made to different agencies and resources, and calls received from other 
telephones. At the Canadian Rescue Coordination Centers, a case tracking system known as the CaseMaster has 
already been developed. The aim of this system is to replace the hand-written logs that the controllers use for 
recording all the major steps and tasks they perform. The CaseMaster thus provides an ideal channel for 
interaction with our agent system. 
Moreover, certain information can be obtained directly from the databases using the active database technology, 
by assigning triggers to various data sources which can provide information based on an event-based system. 
Where automatic means are not available for obtaining the current value of a particular index, we can prompt the 
users through the CaseMaster system for obtaining the answers. This data is then useful for both statistical case 
tracking and for real time evaluation of the case score. 

4.3. Similarity Based Retrieval of Hypotheses Objects 

When a first evidence of an incident (first notice) is received, a process of hypotheses evaluation would begin. 
The initial evidence, or the evidence set would be translated to a set of index values for various tasks and sub- 
tasks in the task networks associated with different cases in a case base. Using these networks, a ranking process 
would determine the most promising cases, in terms of similarity to the current situation, given the current 
problem solving context, such as weather conditions and time of day. The ranking would continue, making some 
cases more likely than others at any given time, until a final hypothesis or collection of hypotheses is confirmed. 
A number of strategies have been proposed in the CBR literature for ease-retrieval algorithms. Some of them are 
serial, while others are parallel; Some use flat-indexed structures, but others use hierarchical-indexed structures. 
Some use indices to construct structures that distinguish eases from each other at a very small granularity while 
others discriminate cases at a more coarse level. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, 
for a flat case base the best case will be retrieved, but if the case base is very large, the search would be very time- 
consuming. On the other hand, if a case base is organized into a tree structure, the search cost is relatively small, 
hut there is no guarantee that tbe most similar cases will be retrieved. There is always a trade-off between tbese 
two cxtremas. 
One of the most popular methods is the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm. I t  assumes that each case in a case base is 
defined or indexed by a set of n (numeric or symbolic) features. Given an input query Q, k-NN retrieves a set o f k  
cases most similar to Q from the case base. These k cases have the least distance from Q. For a case C and a 
query Q. The following formula is used to compote a similarity measure between two a case C and input query Q, 
in terms of the similarity between two indexes or features: 

Mm(C,Q)=norm*(~(W,*sim(fs<,f~Q)2)) ''2 (1) 

wberc .Iv is the ith feature or index for case C or Q, respectively, norm is a normalization factor, and W~ is a 
weight attached to the ith feature. In some implementation of Formula (I), all features use the same weights. 
This will allow redundant, irrelevant, and other imperfect features to skew the similarity computation. Hence, 
many variants have been proposed to assign higher weights to more relevant features in a case base. After the 
similarity to the input query is computed for each case, a set of highly relevant candidate cases in a case base are 
scored. Cases with high similarity scores are presented to the user, 

4.4. t lTN Guided Task Priorit ization 

How does the agent select a task or group of tasks to perform next? This question can be answered with the help 
of tbe task network and the result of hypothesis ranking. 
A task network provides a precedence constraint on the tasks. Horizontally in a task network, some tasks must be 
executed before others, while other tasks can be executed in parallel. Vertically in a task network, every task has 
a parent (except the root task), so there is a task and subtask relation. This relation allows the non-primitive tasks 
to be expanded, exposing the sub-tasks in a top-down manner. 
In selecting a task, there are several heuristics one can follow: 
�9 a task should be selected only when its predecessors are satisfied; 
�9 i f  there are several tasks in the same hierarchy that can be executed, a priority ordering can be imposed on the 

tasks such that a top priority task is able to affect the ranking of the case more than other tasks. 
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if a task is non-primitive, there may be several ways to achieve it according to a number of task reduction 
schemata. Thus there is a process of selecting an appropriate information source to answer a query, based on 
knowledge on the availability of the information source, the quality the potential information and reliability 
of the source, and the cost and duration of performing such as task. 

5, A n  E x a m p l e  

Consider a scenario where a pilot flying a small airplane goes missing. A report comes in from the designation 
airport where the pilot was supposed to land indicating that the pilot has still not landed 2 hours after his expected 
arrival time. 
Our situation assessment agent starts by accumulating information which will serve as a basis for hypotheses 
formation. The agent, based on the reported information about an overdue aircraft, will find all standard 
information such as time of day when the report was received, the weather report and so on. This information 
together with the knowledge that the plane is overdue is used to perform the hypothesis retrieval task from the 
case base. 
Next, suppose that two hypotheses are retrieved, as shown in the figure 7. These hypotheses are "H~: plane 
crashed somewhere with serious damage" and "H2: plane landed somewhere to refuel." Both are possible 
hypotheses at this moment so they both have to be evaluated. 

hypothesis: airplane crashed, sctlmn injurJ 

~ [  if i.~stion or ~-g~ouu ~idem ~ 
missin s location information, 

~ then send seacch alrphir~ I 

hypothesis: ovexdue alrcrah due to pilot hmded elsewhere 

[ phone s~rtin$ aia~ogt ~ of lo fom-,ation 
i ~  notify airports along flight path ] 

I phone pilot wJf~ F pilot not there 

Figure 7: Two information seeking HTN's 

The situation assessment (SA) is guided by the HTN's that are attached to the two hypotheses to be evaluated. 
According to the suggestions given by these task networks, there are four sub-tasks that can be immediately 
executed: check ELT signals, check SARSAT satellite reports, check airports along the flight path of the missing 
plane, and contact the pilot's wife for additional information. Of these four sub-tasks, the "check ELT" and 
"check SARSAT" sub-tasks can be carried out automatically by the agent, using monitoring agents attached to the 
ELT signal and SARSAT report databases. Suppose that at this point, both reports come back negative. The 
agent, based on similarity based ranking of the hypotheses objects, will decrease the likelihood of the plane- 
crashed hypothesis. 
The RCC controller, based on the information accumulated so far by the SA agent may proceed to phone the 
airport along the plane's flight path to get more information. Now, suppose that in the thick of things, the 
controller had forgotten to phone the pilot's wife. The agent would have sensed this not-yet performed task, and 
printed a friendly message to remind the controller to do that. 
Suppose now that when talking to the pilot's wife, she reports that the pilot had called home. It now turns out that 
the hypothesis "I-l~ : plane landed somewhere to refuel" is a correct one in that the pilot did indeed decide to land 
in an intermediate airport in order to refuel, and while refueling, phoned home to tell his wife about the change of 
plan. The case is now closed with a report. 

6, C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this paper, we have presented an overall architecture for designing an intelligent agent for assisting RCC 
controllers in assessing situations related to an air incident. This system draws on several key technologies, 
including hierarchical task network planning, similarity based retrieval in case based reasoning and intelligent 
agents. The model relies on agents to monitor the actions of the human controller and the various information 
sources. At appropriate moments, the agent prompts the user for important steps that the human controller might 
have overlooked. 
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